ABSTRACT: Because of the moderate heritability and the expense associated with collecting feed intake data, effective selection for residual feed intake would be enhanced if marker-assisted evaluation were used for accurate estimation of genetic merit. In this study, a suite of genetic markers predictive of residual feed intake, DMI, and ADG were preselected using singlemarker regression analysis, and the top 100 SNP were analyzed further to provide prediction equations for the traits. The data used consisted of 728 spring-born beef steers, offspring of a cross between a composite dam line and Angus, Charolais, or University of Alberta hybrid bulls. Feed intake data were collected over a 5-yr period, with 2 groups (fall-winter and winter-spring) tested every year. Training and validation data sets were obtained by splitting the data into 2 distinct sets, by randomly splitting the data into training and testing sets based on sire family (split 1) in 5 replicates or by retaining all animals with no known pedigree relationships as the validation set (split 2). A total of 37,959 SNP were analyzed by single-marker regression, of which only the top 100 that corresponded to a Pvalue <0.002 were retained. The 100 SNP were then analyzed using random regression BLUP, and only SNP that were jointly significant (P < 0.05) were included in the final marker panels. The marker effects from the selected panels were used to derive the molecular breeding values, which were calculated as a weighted sum of the number of copies of the more frequent allele at each SNP locus, with the weights being the allele substitution effects. The correlation between molecular breeding value and phenotype represented the accuracy of prediction. For all traits evaluated, accuracy across breeds was low, ranging between 0.007 and 0.414. Accuracy was least in data split 2, where the validation individuals had no pedigree relationship with animals in the training data. Given the low predictive ability observed, a large number of individuals may be needed for prediction when using such an admixed population. Further, these results suggest that breed composition of the target population in which the marker panels are likely to be used should be an important consideration when developing prediction equations across breeds, especially where an admixed population is used as the training data set.
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INTRODUCTION
Feed efficiency is often measured as residual feed intake (RFI), the difference between the actual feed intake of an animal and its expected requirement for growth and maintenance of BW over a specified period (Koch et al., 1963) . The trait is moderately heritable (Arthur et al., 2001a) , with estimates ranging from 0.16 to 0.58 (Herd and Bishop, 2000; Crews et al., 2003; Richardson and Herd, 2004) , and considerable variation has been reported within groups of cattle tested for RFI (Herd and Bishop, 2000; Basarab et al., 2003) . Richardson et al. (1998) and Arthur et al. (2001b) dem-onstrated that selection for RFI was effective and that the benefits of improved feed efficiency can be achieved in a beef operation. However, the collection of individual feed intake data has been hindered by the need for expensive and specialized equipment. Selection could be enhanced if DNA marker tools were incorporated into management and selection practices.
Recent advances in marker technology have led to the development of various DNA-based selection tools (Van Eenennaam et al., 2007a,b; Johnston et al., 2008) . These tools are useful not only for preselection of superior animals without their own records, but also for increasing the accuracy of breeding value estimation. In the absence of phenotypic measurements, DNA tools may be used to predict future performance for a particular trait, especially for young, unproven sires. However, the usefulness of DNA selection tools depends on the proportion of the true genetic variance accounted for by the marker panels. Crews et al. (2008) suggested that for marker panels to be useful, they would need to account for 10 to 15% of the genetic variance in the trait of interest. In this study, several marker panels predictive of ADG, DMI, and RFI were developed from SNP preselected for association with the traits so as to demonstrate the potential usefulness of genetic markers as an additional tool for the selection of RFI.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The Canadian Council on Animal Care (1993) protocols and guidelines were followed when caring for the animals.
Animal Resource, Data Collection, and Study Design
The data consisted of 728 spring-born beef steers, offspring of a cross between a composite dam line and Angus, Charolais, or University of Alberta hybrid bulls. The 3 composite dam lines used consisted of beef synthetic (BS) 1, BS2, and dairy BS. The breed composition of BS1 included Angus and Charolais (each approximately 33%), Galloway (20%), and other beef breeds (approximately 14%). The BS2 consisted of Hereford (60%) and other beef breeds (40%), whereas the dairy BS was made up of 60% dairy breeds (Holstein, Simmental, or Brown Swiss) and 40% beef breeds (Goonewardene et al., 2003) . All animals with an unassigned breed did not have their sires identified among the test bulls assigned for use in this study and were most likely offspring of hybrid clean-up bulls.
Feed intake data were collected over a 5-yr period with 2 groups (fall-winter and winter-spring, also referred to as periods 1 and 2, respectively) tested every year for the first 3 yr. The data for the fall-winter period in yr 1 was not included in the analysis because of inconsistent feed intake records occasioned by a drought in that year. In yr 4, 1 group of animals was tested for 2 consecutive periods (fall-winter then winter-spring), first on a low-energy feedlot diet in period 1 and then a high-energy feedlot diet in period 2. In yr 5, 2 groups of animals were tested in 2 consecutive periods as follows: The first group was put on a high-energy feedlot diet for both periods 1 and 2, whereas the second group was first tested on a reduced-energy diet in period 1 and then switched to a high-energy diet in period 2, as shown in Table 1 .
The consequence of feeding a low-energy diet in the first testing period implies potential carryover effects of diet on the winter-spring test results, making it necessary for animals thus treated to be grouped separately (Table 1) . However, despite the separate grouping, period 1 test data for the diet-switch group were not included in the analysis so that only data obtained from high-energy feedlot diets were included. Animals had free-choice access to feed and water. In total, 9 batches of animals were available for analysis, with a batch being a combination of year and period of testing. These were organized into 3 groups, namely, the fall-winter, winter-spring, and diet-switch groups (Table 1) .
Animal BW data were collected every 2 wk for the duration of the test except in yr 1, when BW were re- 
Diets and Feed Composition
Test diet composition and associated nutritional data (Table 2) were obtained after digestibility trials and proximate analyses as described by Nkrumah et al. (2006) . All the diets were barley-based high-energy feedlot rations except in yr 1, when a shortage of feed barley led to the use of corn. In typical feedlot practice, a mineral supplement was offered to obtain a growth rate of at least 1.0 kg/d. Animals were tested for feed intake by using the respective test diets after a backgrounding period that lasted about 2 wk. All diets for periods 1 and 2 within each year were the same except where diet switching from a low-energy-density to a high-energy-density diet occurred.
Trait Derivation and Intake Data Integrity Checks
Individual animal feed intake and feeding behavior data were collected using the GrowSafe automated feeding system (GrowSafe Systems Ltd., Airdrie, Alberta, Canada) at the University of Alberta Kinsella ranch. To ensure that the feed intake data used for RFI calculation were not erroneous, a series of audits and checks were instituted (Table 3 ). The quality of the feed intake data is monitored by the "check audit data" routine of the GrowSafe System, and is considered acceptable when the average of all feeding nodes within pen and day have an "assigned feed disappearance" (AFD) ≥95%. Only days with AFD values meeting this threshold were retained and used to calculate ADFI. However, additional days were deleted because of system problems that caused the feeding bunks to go offline or when there was a lack of recording because of a power failure. Daily feed intake was converted into daily DMI by multiplying intake by the DM content of the diet. Daily DMI was then standardized across the different years to 10 MJ of ME/kg of DM by multiplying daily DMI by the diet ME content and then dividing by 10 (Basarab et al., 2003) . Average daily gain was calculated as the slope from the regression of BW on test day. Metabolic midweight was obtained as the midweight on test raised to the power of 0.75.
Residual feed intake was calculated within group by using the following formula: RFI = DMI − (β 0 + β 1 batch + β 2 ADG + β 3 MMWT), where β 1 , β 2 , and β 3 are partial regression coefficients; β 0 is the intercept; and MMWT is metabolic midweight.
Training and validation data sets were obtained by splitting the data into 2 distinct sets by the following methods:
1. The data were randomly split into a training set (2/3, n = 490) and a testing set (1/3, n = 203) based on sire family so that there was no overlap of sires in the 2 sets. This was designated as split 1 (Table 4 ). This strategy reduces the relatedness between individuals in the training and testing set because relatedness could inflate the accuracy of prediction (Habier et al., 2007) . This random split was replicated 5 times. 2. All animals (unassigned) with no known pedigree relationships were retained as the validation set. The validation set had a total of 148 individuals that did not have apparent relationships with any of the sires or any other animals in the training data set. This was determined using approximately 96 select SNP specifically chosen for Only the periods of high-energy diet were used for analysis, so the diets presented are only the high-energy rations for the 5 yr tested. parentage assignment. This strategy was designated as split 2 (Table 4) . Because of the lack of a relationship between the training and testing data sets, the prediction observed will be truly due to linkage disequilibrium (LD) between SNP and QTL underlying the trait.
All association analyses were performed in the training set(s), whereas the ability of selected markers to predict the phenotype was explored in the testing set(s). For split 1, the final estimates were obtained as the average of the results from the 5 testing data sets.
Genetic Data
More than 50,000 SNP, part of the Illumina Infinium BovineSNP50 bead chip (Illumina Inc., San Diego, CA), were genotyped for 745 beef steers (some sires were included in the genotyping) by using the Illumina Infinium II platform. The 50K chip was designed such that markers were uniformly distributed across all chromosomes (Van Tassell et al., 2008; Matukumalli et al., 2009 ) as well as being polymorphic in the various breeds used in the International Bovine HapMap Project. The selection criteria applied to obtain SNP for further analysis were performed using the Rosetta Syllego data management system (Rosetta Biosoftware, Seattle, WA), in which SNP were tested for HardyWeinberg equilibrium (P > 0.05), minor allele frequency (>5%), and SNP call frequency (>88%). Consequently, 38,158 SNP met the test criteria and were selected for further analysis. Genotypes were coded as 0, 1, and 2, with 0 being the SNP allele with the lesser frequency and 1 being the allele with greater frequency, respectively, such that the 2 homozygotes were represented as 0 and 2, and 1 was the heterozygote. Missing genotypes were imputed by submitting SNP genotype calls as well as missing genotype information to fast-PHASE (Scheet and Stephens, 2006) chromosome by chromosome, the SNP having been ordered according to their chromosomal position. The most probable genotype imputed by fastPHASE was considered the true Percentage of total number of days (Nkrumah et al., 2006). 3 Information not available. 4 Days with acceptable feed less those days when the system was offline. 1 In split 1, 12 sires had offspring ranging from 3 to 48 and 53 sires had 1 offspring each. 2 Averaged for sires with more than 1 offspring. Some animals were removed in split 1 because they were missing genotypes.
genotype. All SNP with unknown chromosomal positions were discarded. A final 37,959 SNP were included in the analysis.
Polygenic Breeding Value Estimation
The following animal model was used in the whole data set to estimate polygenic breeding values, variance components, and genetic parameters using ASReml (Gilmour et al., 1998) . The model (Eq. [1]) included the fixed effects of breed of sire and batch, with age at the start of test as a covariate:
where the design matrices X 1 and Z 1 relate phenotypic observations in the vector y 1 to fixed (β) and polygenic (a) effects, respectively. The vector e contains random residual terms specific to animals. The parameters a and e were assumed to be normally distributed, with a mean of 0 and variances Aσ a 2 and I n e σ 2 , respectively. The matrix I n is an identity matrix of order equal to the number of animals with RFI observations, whereas A is the additive relationship matrix, σ a 2 is the random polygenic effect variance, and σ e 2 is the residual variance. Accuracy was calculated using the formula
se a σ , with se 2 being the prediction error variance and σ a 2 being the additive genetic variance (Gilmour et al., 2008) .
Preselection of SNP
To reduce the available SNP to a more tractable number, the effect of each SNP on RFI, DMI, and ADG was assessed individually by using single-marker association analysis. The model applied extended Eq. [1] to include SNP data as follows:
where X 2 relates phenotypic observations in the vector y 1 to SNP effects (g), with elements X 2ij = 0, 1, or 2, corresponding to the genotype of animal i, with the parameter g being the allele substitution effect. All other parameters were as described previously. Only SNP with associations significant at P ≤ 0.05 in the preselection analysis were retained for further analysis.
Selection of the SNP Panel
Of the SNP retained from preselection, the top 100 SNP, corresponding to a significant value of P < 0.002, were chosen for each trait and fit simultaneously using a random regression BLUP (RR-BLUP) model. The SNP were assumed to be random to allow for shrinkage of the estimates while assuming a constant variance of σ gj 2 for all instances of j, as follows:
where Z 2 relates phenotypic observations in the vector y 1 to SNP effects (g), with elements Z 2ij = 0, 1, or 2, corresponding to the genotype of animal i and g normally distributed, with mean 0 and variance σ 2 g j . The solutions for g were obtained by solving the normal mixed model equations with the initial SNP variance approximated as σ σ gj a n 2 2 = , where n is the number of SNP jointly fitted in the model. Significance was assessed by running a model equivalent to Eq. [3], in which SNP are fitted as fixed effects, and discarding any SNP that were not significant at P < 0.05. The remaining SNP were then rerun using Eq.
[3] and the prior estimate of SNP variance was adjusted accordingly using the new n for the final estimation of g. The estimates g j obtained differed in the amount of shrinkage because of differences in allele frequency between SNP (Moser et al., 2009) . Only SNP that were jointly significant were retained in the model (Eq. [3]) to maximize the correlation between the final panel of SNP and the trait.
Estimation of Marker Effects
For split 1, 1 of the 5 replicates of the training data was used for SNP preselection. The final panels of SNP markers selected from the above process were then used to reestimate allelic substitution effects in the remaining 4 replicates such that each of the selected SNP had an estimated effect for each of the replicate data sets. For split 2, there was only 1 estimate for the selected SNP, given that there was no replication. These final estimates of g were obtained using model Eq.
[3], with SNP fitted as fixed effects.
Molecular Breeding Value Estimation
The marker panels obtained from the analysis above were used to calculate marker scores (MS). These MS were calculated for all animals in the testing data as a weighted sum of the number of copies of the more frequent allele at each SNP locus, with the weights being the allele substitution effects (β) obtained from the RR-BLUP. The summation of all MS for each individual yielded a molecular breeding value (MBV),
where X ij represents the marker genotype of animal i at SNP j, coded 0, 1, and 2 as described previously; ĝ j is the allele substitution effect estimate of SNP j; and N m is the number of SNP. The trait-specific MBV were designated MBV RFI , MBV DMI , and MBV ADG , for the RFI, DMI, and ADG marker panels, respectively.
Genomic Predictions
The predictive ability (also called accuracy of prediction) of the marker panels was assessed as the cor-relation between MBV and the phenotype within and across traits. Comparisons in accuracy of prediction were also made within sire breeds. For split 1, mean accuracies were obtained as the average of the correlations observed in the 5 replicates of the testing data. Table 5 gives a summary of the descriptive statistics for RFI, DMI, and ADG. On average, the diet-switch group exhibited greater feed intake and BW gain compared with the fall-winter and winter-spring groups. The estimated RFI mean was null for all groups, given that RFI was calculated within group. For split 1, the single-marker association analysis yielded 2,158, 2,242, and 2,587 SNP that were significantly associated with ADG, DMI, and RFI, respectively, at an F-statistic value of 3.84 (P = 0.052). The top 100 SNP were selected for each trait to run the RR-BLUP analysis, and these corresponded to F-statistic values of 10.14 (P = 0.002), 9.8 (P = 0.002), and 10.38 (P = 0.001) for DMI, ADG, and RFI, respectively. In split 2, a total of 2,380, 2,409, and 2,196 SNP were significant for ADG, DMI, and RFI, respectively, at an F-value of 3.84 (P = 0.052). From these SNP, the top 100 SNP were chosen with the significance threshold corresponding to F-statistic values of 10.04 (P = 0.002), 10.45 (P = 0.001), and 9.38 (P = 0.002) for DMI, ADG, and RFI, respectively. The final marker panels selected for DMI, ADG, and RFI had different numbers of SNP, ranging between 34 and 44, as shown in Table 6 .
RESULTS
Correlations between traits and MBV were used to assess the ability of the selected marker panels in the 2 data splits to predict phenotypes for animals in the testing data set. Table 6 provides trait-specific and between-trait correlations between MBV and the ADG, DMI, and RFI phenotypes. For split 1, the correlations between MBV and traits were low, ranging from 0.27 for DMI-trained panels to 0.414 for ADG-trained panels, given that the polygenic EBV accuracy for all animals in the data before the split was 0.575, 0.504, and 0.602 for ADG, DMI, and RFI, respectively. For split 2, correlations between MBV RFI and MBV ADG with their respective traits were practically null.
Results of MBV by trait correlations within sire breed in split 1 are shown in Table 7 . For DMI and RFI, the correlations for the Charolais breed tended to be less than those observed for the Angus and hybrid sire breeds. Generally, there was similar predictive ability within and across sire breeds. The proportion of phenotypic variance attributable to SNP was obtained as a product of the prediction accuracy in the testing data. The proportion of total variance attributable to SNP can also be found by comparing residual variances when the analysis model contains or excludes the SNP. The difference between these 2 variances gives the SNP variance (Table 8) .
DISCUSSION
Following the observations of Kizilkaya et al. (2010) that marker panels consisting of SNP in greater LD with genes of interest have greater prediction accuracies, the strategy used in this study to limit the number of SNP for inclusion in the panels was such that the final marker panels selected for each trait consisted of SNP highly associated with the trait, thereby maximizing the possibility of capturing as many QTL underlying the trait as possible. In this way, MBV derived from such panels would possibly be highly correlated with the trait.
Correlations Between MBV and Phenotypes
Different strategies have been used to create training and validation (testing) data sets. Random splits (Luan 1 Group 1 = fall-winter; group 2 = winter-spring tested; group 3 = diet switch; overall = across all groups; RFI = residual feed intake. 2 This group was tested on a low-energy diet in the fall and then a high-energy diet in the winter. Only winter data were analyzed for this group. Average from 5 replicates. Split 1 = validation data set obtained from a random split of the data (1:2) based on sire family; split 2 = validation data obtained by using animals with undetermined parentage, thus with an undefined relationship to those in the training set. et al., 2009), splits made based on sire family or generation number in a population Moser et al., 2009) , or the use of other independent data sets (Kizilkaya et al., 2010) have all been used to this end. All the strategies seek to minimize, as much as possible, an overlap of related individuals in the training and testing data sets such that correlations between MBV and phenotypes are based on LD between markers and causative mutations, and not on genetic relationships between individuals. Genetic markers have been shown to capture relationships between individuals and thus have the potential to confound estimates of correlations between observed merit and marker-predicted merit (Habier et al., 2007) . However, in practice such confounding may be difficult to remove in any population.
Two different data splits were used in this study. Analysis using split 2 was similar to a situation in which SNP were trained in 1 crossbred population and the resulting MBV was used for prediction in a different crossbred population. It is important to note that the training data set used was an admixed population consisting of steer offspring of a cross between Angus, Charolais, or University of Alberta hybrid bulls and a composite dam line consisting of various beef and dairy breeds (Goonewardene et al., 2003) . The validation data set in split 2 consisted of offspring from University of Alberta hybrid bulls. All the offspring were therefore crossbred, but the composition of the validation set was quite different from that of the training set.
In split 1, the pattern of the correlations observed between the traits and MBV reflected the magnitude of trait variances, with DMI, which had the largest genetic variance and thus heritability estimate, having the smallest correlation. This is a reflection of the number of polymorphisms required to explain the phenotypic variation in a trait, and given that DMI had a larger phenotypic variance, a larger marker panel would be necessary to account for a substantial proportion of the trait variance.
The results in Table 6 also exemplify the folly of training SNP in a population with a very different breed composition compared with the validation population. In split 2, correlations between MBV and traits performed poorly except for DMI, whose correlation was close to one-half of that obtained in split 1. Correlations for RFI and ADG were practically null. These Table 7 . Correlations (obtained as the average of 5 replicates, ±SE) between molecular breeding value and trait phenotypes by sire breed in the split 1 validation data set results suggest that the genetic composition of animals born of hybrid sires in the validation set is very different from that of steers from Angus and Charolais sires. De Roos et al. (2008) showed that LD between breeds extends to shorter distances such that QTL captured by the training set may not reflect any one breed satisfactorily. Such factors as differences in allele frequencies between breeds, differences in LD phase, and potential instances of differential epistatic interactions between QTL in different breeds may contribute to low prediction accuracy. Even though hybrid animals were included in the training data set used for split 2, prediction in the validation data (composed solely of the hybrid type) seemed to fail for traits with low variation (ADG and RFI). It is also possible that the lack of substantial correlations for this split may also be due to a sample size problem rather than a lack of congruency in the genetic composition between training and testing data such that increasing the number of individuals in the training set would improve accuracy. In their simulation, Toosi et al. (2010) found that increasing the percentage contribution of a certain breed in an admixed population used for training leads to an increase in accuracy of prediction when validating in the single breed. One possible explanation is that for an SNP to be selected in a multibreed scenario, it has to be in LD with QTL in all breeds or most of the breeds. This scenario is further complicated by the fact that the hybrid population is a mixture of many other breeds. However, given that the numbers of animals in the validation data set for splits 1 and 2 were not markedly different, sample size is possibly not the biggest driver of the reduced correlations observed in split 2. Perhaps of greater importance in the results obtained for split 2 is the fact that there were no known pedigree relationships between the animals in the validation set. This low information density would likely be the greatest cause of reduced predictive ability. The study by Kizilkaya et al. (2010) showed that across-breed predictions are possible if a substantial number of causative mutations are captured in the prediction panel. Increasing the number of markers in strong association with the traits in the SNP panel would possibly have increased the extent of the correlations observed (de Roos et al., 2009) . Additionally, because of the likely differences in LD phase between the SNP in the different breeds, increasing the sample size would have helped in obtaining SNP that best discriminated the performance of animals with different genotypes for the various breeds such that prediction accuracies would possibly have been greater.
Within-Sire Breed Correlations
The results in Table 7 show breed-specific correlations in the validation set for MBV selected by using the admixed training population in split 1. The interpretations offered from this analysis are to be viewed with caution because of the small number of individuals within each sire breed. The within-breed results illustrate similar prediction for the sire breeds, even though predictions for the Charolais breed tend to be less compared with those for the other breeds. A similar correlation pattern is seen within breed as across breed, with DMI having the least prediction accuracy.
Other studies, such as that by Dunner et al. (2003) , have shown that functional mutations can be breed specific, thereby limiting the usefulness of the marker panels to breeds in the discovery data. However, when the validation population is admixed, another level of complexity is introduced, limiting prediction accuracy. It is thus important that marker panels be tested in different breeds and environments, but in a manner congruent to the reference population used for training.
The small number of animals in this study notwithstanding, the results obtained point to a lack of significant differences in the accuracy of prediction between the breeds studied such that the prediction accuracy obtained for this analysis was likely due to LD between QTL and trait phenotypes and not because the SNP trace breed differences. This may further suggest that the composite population used can serve as a useful resource for testing of the SNP panels selected here in other populations with breeds of similar genetic background as the component breeds in our population.
For most practical purposes, gene tests that constitute only a small subset of markers, especially those in high LD with putative causative mutations, are desirable. Even though significance testing in association analyses limits the proportion of genetic variance accounted for by the selected SNP because the estimates are inflated and have a positive error variance (Beavis, 1994; Lynch and Walsh, 1998) , marker panels derived from SNP associated with the trait allow gene tests on fewer polymorphisms, reducing the cost of tests while still integrating genetic marker information into existing genetic evaluations through BLUP or selection index methodology, to facilitate an efficient LD-markerassisted selection scheme.
The proportion of genetic variance that SNP markers should explain to be useful in a marker-assisted selection scheme is a subject of current research. Crews et al. (2008) suggests that markers need to explain at least 10 to 15% of the genetic variance in RFI or feed intake to be useful. So far in the literature, there is no genetic test that accounts for such variability for RFI. In this study, the genetic polymorphisms identified account for about 17.1, 7.29, and 16.1% of the phenotypic variance in ADG, DMI, and RFI, respectively, obtained as r 2 , with r being the average accuracy of prediction in the 5 replicate validation data sets for split 1. Table 8 gives estimates of variance components observed in the training data sets, as well as the proportion of the phenotypic variance that can be attributed to SNP (19, 11, and 19% for ADG, DMI, and RFI, respectively) in those data. These results follow the same trends as those seen in the validation data. However, the observations herein need to be validated in larger populations.
Despite the fact that a significant number of the 100 SNP highly associated with RFI and selected for further analysis (in data split 1) are in genes encoding proteins of varied function (Table 9) , only 4 of these were in the final list selected to constitute the RFI panel. However, a candidate gene approach offers limited benefits in the genetic prediction approach used here, and a more in-depth discussion of the genes identified was not necessary, even though further exploration of such genes may offer more insight into the molecular basis of RFI. Given the vast array of proteins encoded by these genes (Table 9) , it may be worthwhile in a subsequent study to assess the role each one of them plays in regulating feed efficiency.
Conclusions
Several marker panels predictive of RFI, DMI, and ADG were developed from a small number of genetic markers preselected for high association with the traits. These marker panels were able to predict a small proportion of the trait phenotypic variance. However, the correlations observed were still low for all traits compared with polygenic EBV accuracies. Results obtained from split 1 suggest that the breed composition of the training data did not have a significant effect on the within-sire-breed predictions. Given the results from split 2, using an admixed training population to select SNP followed by prediction in another crossbred population, whose type was also included in the training population, yielded very low correlations for traits with low variation (ADG and DMI), and this strategy is not recommended. However, a leading cause of this may be the decreased information density in the validation data set for split 2 because no pedigree relationships between individuals in these data were known. The results from this study suggest that the composite breed used in this study may be a useful resource for assessing prediction accuracy in breeds similar to those in this population. However, a larger population of animals Table 9 . Names of SNP located within annotated genes and associated with ADG, DMI, and residual feed intake (RFI) may be necessary to achieve greater prediction accuracies. Ultimately, the utility of the panels obtained in this study will be determined if validated in an independent population.
